PLAN

CLEANOUT IN CHRYSTY B9 BOX WITH B9PB REINFORCED CONCRETE LID
2" PVC DRAINLINE
TO SUMP

1/2" SUPPLYLINE TO FOUNTAIN

LINE SIZE BRASS, BALL VALVE

ROUND CHRYSTY V-1 VALVE BOX

3/4" SCH 40 PVC SUPPLY LINE

JUG FILLER (OPTIONAL)

2" PVC WASTE LINE STUB UP 4"

4-4" GALV. 'J' BOLTS WITH NUTS AND WASHERS

MOUNTING SLAB CLASS A CONCRETE
BASE EDGE

COMPACT CLASS A AGGREGATE BASE TO 90% RCP

1/2" COPPER SUPPLY LINE STUB UP 4"

FINISH GRADE: 2" @ GROUND COVER

ELEVATION

TO DRAIN SYSTEM OR SUMP
SLOPE 1% MIN.

NOTE: 1. ADD TRACEABLE WIRE (14GA. AWG) TO SUPPLY LINE. DAYLIGHT AT METER AND FOUNTAIN.